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The simulation engine will utilise the data in order to make the players move fluidly and intelligently, utilising animations that are more consistent to the sport of football. Players will be able to make cuts, feints, and feint with one
foot in order to deceive defenders, which they cannot do with the previous simulation engine. The new engine utilises heat maps that give players the ability to track and read the movement of an opponent, which means they can use the pitch
better and make better decisions. Speaking to IGN, EA Sports senior producer Mark Tanguay explained that this is FIFA like you've never seen it before: "One of the most exciting things about the new engine for FIFA is that the ball movements
and player animations are more fluid. We've been able to do this through the implementation of the new HyperMotion engine, using motion capture data from 22 of the world's top footballers playing a match. We've been testing this for a while
now and it has worked brilliantly. "In the past, players couldn't move like the footballers they are and it wasn't technically possible to use motion capture to track and model their movements. What we've been able to do with the HyperMotion
engine is make the player movements more responsive and make them change with their intentions. They don't just move in a linear fashion, they actually behave like the footballers they are. "One of the first things players notice when they
try the new engine is how more responsive they feel. They can see the movement of the players around them and they know where the opponent's threat is coming from before it is even there. They feel more connected to the football and the
actual geometry of the pitch, which is what you want." Tanguay continued on to explain that the engine has progressed greatly since it was used with the FIFA World Cup series: "The FIFA World Cup engine was designed by the people who
developed FIFA and Max. They wanted to make a big jump forward in the football simulations and what they needed to do was come up with a new simulation engine that could track the footballers as they moved on the pitch. They've been refining
the engine and that is what we've been working with. We've used it to produce the new FIFA World Cup engine which we are now using to prepare for FIFA, and we are also using it to prepare for the upcoming FIFA for the PC, PS4 and Xbox One.
"One of

Fifa 22 Features Key:

FIFA Football - FIFA 22: World-class ball to ball presentation, team-tactics and improved animations, player to player AI, and vision. - New ‘Real Player Motion' experience that uses motion capture technology to make players more fluid and realistic - All-new Commentary including
first-ever Game-Changer Integrated Commentary featuring full in-game passes and commentaries - Explosive Player Control - FIFA’s hallmark ‘total player control’ is improved by new powerful gameplay systems designed to create more authentic, fluid and dynamic gameplay. -
More attacking players, more pressure on defences, more entertaining and meaningful play-making and shot-creation, more goal variations and more attacking moves - Panoramic camera mode that places the viewer right in the middle of the action - All-new Pro Player Targeting
System, players will shoot more accurately and hit the target no matter how far away they are. - New Player Injuries System which lets you manage your team with more responsibility. - Pro-Coach Mode gives you more control over the team set-up and tactics. - New Team and
Game Shape Systems allow you to change the flow and the speed of the game, creating an entirely new gaming experience. - More Vision from Players which optimizes the intensity, realism and emotion of the gameplay, and also removes the grey-out when players are injured or
out of the play. - More Fantasy, Less Football is the idea that influences FUT, which takes the concept of fantasy and gives it a new and new feeling...
FIFA Ultimate Team – With 30+ new cards and three new stadiums on the new European continent, as well as official card packs from FIFA, domestic and international, and EFL licensed. - Free substitution at any time during the match when your card is unavailable. FIFA 22 adds
more options in the Tactic Creator, and provides a completely revised tactical system to take advantage of the increased number of changes that can be made at any time in the game. - The card bidding system is completely revised and now offers flexibility for how players are
used in the team. Cards can also be secured before (gained) or after (bought) opposition cards, providing greater flexibility for how teams can play. - Create-a-Card – Customize your squad from over 1000 cards. Players can now be assigned as left or right-winger, central 
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- Crowded pitch - Modern, more up to date atmosphere - Improved stadium animations - Improved fan interactions [More info] Gameplay FIFA 22 gameplay experience has evolved to the most authentic, complete and immersive simulation on any
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Fifa 22 PC/Windows
FIFA Ultimate Team was developed from the ground up to deliver the most authentic, player-to-player experience in football. Now in FIFA 22, create your best team of footballers, compete in matches to earn items, and prove your skills.
Transform your star players into new superstars, from Neymar to Ronaldo to Robin van Persie – all with improved animations to make them look even better. Check out the following video for an overview of the gameplay featured in FIFA 22.
Features • NEW STARS FIFA 22 introduces a larger roster of global and national leagues, including the Japanese J.League, Indian I-League, and Italian Serie A, along with a host of other clubs from around the world. New Skill Moves and
Pass Styles help to bring that top class of player gameplay to the pitch, and keep you on your toes. • BRAND NEW BALL IN-GAME TECHNOLOGIES The most advanced ball physics on a console bring a completely new level of ball control and
manipulation to FIFA’s gameplay.The all-new FIFA Pedigree, which helps you learn FIFA’s key gameplay skills in a way never before possible, and the new Dynamic Goalkeeping AI which allows you to decide if your goalkeeper makes a save or
not and creates the most realistic goalkeeper control in the franchise. • NEW DYNAMIC FOOTBALL AI FIFA 22 comes with four new and improved Dynamic Football A.I. for improved, more responsive player movement and ball control. Plus, the
moment when the striker is taken down sets off a chain reaction, creating a new and more unpredictable player behaviour. • BEST DYNAMIC PLAYER ANIMATIONS The driving game engine, our biggest enhancement to date, includes more
biomechanics-based animations for player's appearance, how their stamina is affected, and how they interact with the ball, all bringing a more ‘life-like’ experience for football fans and players. • PERFECT KIT SHOPPING Choose from
millions of combinations of Nike Sportswear kits, adidas Football shoes and much more to put your players and teams in their best Footballing gear! For a breakdown of the game modes offered in FIFA 22, view the below video. FIFA 22
Features • CAREER – PLAY THE GAME YOU WANT – FUTURE, CURRENT AND EARLIER LEAGUES INCLUDED Career Mode offers players

What's new in Fifa 22:

Realistic Player Impact Engine (Open World) – Using the latest in machine learning, an entirely new physics system, and tech inspired by the Epic Games Battle Royale
Realistic Player Collisions – Improved player collision system lets you predict player movements
Player AI – New leader behaviours, crowds sensing and reaction to single-player events
Player Injuries – A smarter, more realistic player injury system
Ball Physics – Adds new control to ball physics, including the unpredictable flight of the ball based on player movements.
Camera – Finer, more responsive camera work that gives you the choice to play more like a pro in control of your views.
Global Presets – Set certain camera positions and conditions for a more authentic feel
Improved Futsal – Control of tactics has been greatly enhanced; new passes with near-perfect execution and positioning have been added, and set piece opportunities from
midfield have been enhanced
Improved Match Days – New home stadiums, improved player movement and build-up play, new stadiums
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FIFA is the world's greatest game – the world's most popular sport. As the official video game of FIFA, EA SPORTS FIFA 22 carries on the series' history of innovating
gameplay for a more authentic and complete experience. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 will introduce new features, gameplay innovations and game modes, and a host of improvements
across every facet of the game. Some of these gameplay innovations are: Roster Management: Player performance feedback is now based on game-wide performance metrics,
including goals, shots, key passes, tackles, and interceptions. Players can now perform better in more situations, and take more control over their own development.
Game-wide Player Ratings: All players are now rated, with detailed performance summary for every game including "Earning" and "Investment" levels. Individual player
training and coaching for each player and role at each youth academy stage will now be available. Visible Transfer System: Players can now talk to other clubs and
agents about potential moves. This provides players with an additional incentive for selecting the right clubs and agents to build themselves into the best athletes
they can be. AFC Radar: A new utility, AFC Radar, allows users to watch player performance live on the pitch and see where players are currently performing well, and
where their potential lies. New Unsigned Targets: Unsigned youth player targets can now be collected, and analyzed by users to identify new players to follow. Once
signed, these players receive detailed profiles in the player development system, and the youth academy team's performance will change accordingly. A host of
improvements are also being made to the game, including: New Seasons: Traditional seasons are back - a long-requested feature. Online Seasons: A new social experience
for players and clubs, in which they join with friends and other players to play the same season. Tactics: A completely new set of tactical tools built to give users
more control over their team's tactics and performance. Match Engine: An all-new match engine provides a greater sense of clarity, impact and anticipation. Players and
fans will be inspired by a match-day atmosphere, and the improved ball physics adds a new level of authenticity and realism. Pre-Match Preparation: Clubs can now
effectively prepare for matches by watching training sessions, and/or a live camera feed from the pitch to see how their team performs in the run-up to kick-off.
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